
HiDiamond cables 7 Diamond 
 

DO NOT LOOK FURTHER!!!! 
 
A few weeks ago came into my hands a couple of this speaker wire from the Italian firm 
HiDiamond, in particular the 7 Diamond model. Opening the box the first thing that caught my 
attention was the extravagant cable jacket, impossible that pass unnoticed, finished in a kind of 
"diamond" network that gives the cable certainly peculiar aspect at the same time that spectacular. 
Italian 100%! 

 
 

With a diameter of 16 mm, is a cable really thick and imposing. The interior is composed of 8 wires 
made of copper processing technology itself and registered by the own brand, called "4VRC © 
technology", which mainly consists of baking the copper 4 times and at different temperature with 
the intention of refining to maximize and achieve virtually 100% of purity of the metal. With this 
they succeed, according to HiDiamond, reduce the inductance, resistance and capacitance, thus 
improving considerably the linearity of the transmitted signal. 
 



 

The resistance of the wire is 7.98 Ohm/Km and its maximum capacitance is 68 Pf/m. Connectors 
are manufactured in rhodium and carbon fiber, which gives us a clear signal of the level of the wire 
that we are dealing with. In addition, bananas are an anchoring system that turn the connector body 
make this to expand, thereby increasing the contact surface, making the connection perfectly. 
The second surprise after their "glamorous" appearance is certainly your sound result. Nothing to do 
with the traditional wires made with copper; Even the most expensive. The listener offers such 
cleaning, transparency and naturalness that gives the impression that you have been given a "touch" 
of silver or something similar. Perhaps due to the high purity of the copper, but the clarity with 
which resolves the high notes and half is really impressive. The bass frequencies appear more 
defined, I dare say that perfectly defined and balanced; present, very present but so controlled that 
do not "pop" or contaminate the rest of the signal. Instruments so complicated to play such as the 
piano or the violin, appear full and defined but without this metal sensation which sometimes may 
appear with the ultra resolution on high frequencies. As to the soundstage appears well structured, 
large and very good three-dimensional feeling, without losing one iota of musicality. 
Now only I can say that this cable has become my current cable for speaker, at all levels. 
 

In short, look no further. 
 

  
 

http://www.decineon.com/cable-de-altavoz-hidiamond-diamond-7.html

